Giant anomalous events may occur in systems characterized by many waves, with extremely high amplitude waves appearing with a probability much higher than expected for a random dynamics. Such rare, and giant, events are known to occur on the ocean surface and have been named, in that context, "rogue waves". We present here some recent experimental results on the statistical properties of giant optical waves, or "optical rogue waves", observed in spatially extended optical systems. We will present the main statistical features of such extreme events, then, based on both a linear and a nonlinear experiment, we will outline a way enabling us to identify two key ingredients at the origin of optical rogue waves, namely, granularity, that is, a minimal size of the individual light spots, and inhomogeneity, that is, clustering of the light spots into separate domains with different average intensities. In the linear experiment we measure also the statistics of the waiting times between successive rogue waves and we show that it follows a log-Poisson distribution, which is characteristics of event separation observed in cooperative, complex systems and in such different fields as geophysics and biology.
Introduction
Rogue waves are extreme and rare events occurring in systems characterized by the presence of many waves. The most known examples are the extreme events that seldom, and unpredictably, appear on the ocean surfaces. The terms "rogue" or "freak" waves have, indeed, been coined in this context, where these extreme events constitute a well-known, and frightening, phenomenon, leading to waves as tall as 20-30 m and representing a threat even for large boats and ocean liners [1, 2] . The origin of rogue waves is still a matter of debate [3] and a large interest has grown in the last years that has brought to the development of different theoretical approaches as well as to setup different kinds of laboratory experiments.
Several models have been developed, most of them relying on the weak nonlinear interaction between many waves and, thus, based on the nonlinear Schroedinger equation [4, 5] . In general, such envelope equation approaches fail, however, to catch the very steep profile that characterizes the extreme events. In this context, numerical simulations play an important role shedding light on the basically involved mechanisms, as the role of large breathers [6] and the Benjamin-Feir instability [7] . Another approach is pointed out in [8] , where the emergence of extreme events from wave turbulence is obtained by numerical simulations of the nonlinear Schröedinger equation and is interpreted in view of establishing a link between wave turbulence theory [9] and optical rogue wave phenomena. Note that experimental verification of an optical wave turbulence regime has been reported for a one-dimensional liquid crystal system, where large amplitude solitons are, indeed, observed after the inverse cascade, when modulation instability of the condensate sets in [10] . However, a clear derivation of rogue waves from wave turbulence solitons [11] still remains, up to now, not straightforward to achieve.
From the experimental side we have recently witnessed a growing interest, accompanied by implementations of laboratory scale tests in many different systems. Rogue wave laboratory experiments include implementations in large water tanks, allowing to study directional ocean waves [12] , nonlinear light propagation in doped fibers [13] , wave turbulence in second sound in superfluid Helium [14] , nonlinear optical cavities [15] and microwave systems [16] .
The common feature characterizing rogue wave phenomena in such different systems is the observation of large deviations from the Gaussian statistics of the wave amplitude, with long tails of the probability density function (PDF) accounting for the rather frequent emission of giant waves. Despite the specificity of each experiment, other common properties can be identified, as the existence of many uncorrelated "grains" of activity that are inhomogeneously distributed in larger spatial domains. Depending on the system under study and on the nature of the waves considered, grains can be of a different origin, for instance, solitons in nonlinear systems or wave packets in linear propagating waves, and their clustering in spatial domains can occur via different mechanisms, as a temporal delay, a spatial symmetry breaking, a transport phenomenon or a hypercycle type amplification [17] .
On the other hand, it has been recently outlined in the microwave experiment that rogue waves can occur even in the absence of nonlinearity [16] . We have, therefore, conjectured that nonlinearity could just have the role of bringing forth granularity, that is, of inducing soliton formation, and to enhance the effect of inhomogeneity, that is, to drive the system through spontaneous self-reconfiguration and space-time dynamics. In order to verify these conjectures we have developed a linear optical experiment and compared the outcomes with those from the nonlinear cavity. The results show that the appearance of rogue waves, identified by a nonGaussian statistics of the intensity, can be related to the presence, in the system, of a suitable amount of granularity and inhomogeneity, independently if these are induced by a linear or a nonlinear mechanism [18] .
Rogue waves appear, therefore, as ubiquitous phenomena, with several different approaches proposed to understand and classify them. The various interpretations often depend on the type of experimental system considered, or on the type of theoretical context from which they emerge. Based on recent developments, we can essentially mention three broad classes of rogue waves: envelope solitons, observed in supercontinuum experiments [19] , noise spikes due to nonlinear amplifier response in systems such as Raman fiber amplifiers [20] , and modulation instability solitons, such as the Peregrine soliton recently observed in optics [21] , in a wave tank [22] and in a plasma experiment [23] . In optics, all these types of abovementioned solutions manifest themselves as intensity spikes in a temporal series of the light intensity. Here the concept of granularity could be introduced as the typical correlation length in the time signal and inhomogeneity could be seen as a consequence of the temporal recursive coupling between the many longitudinal modes characterizing the light propagation dynamics. Thus, it seems possible to draw an analogy between temporal optical rogue waves and rogue waves observed in spatially extended optical systems.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that "deterministic rogue waves" have been claimed in a recent publication [24] , where spikes in the intensity time series of a semiconductor laser with injected signal arise as a consequence of deterministic chaos. This is a well-known phenomenon in lasers [25] , and it seems doubtful to consider it as a potentially new mechanism for rogue waves, especially when the reported PDF of the intensity do not show clear deviations from a Gaussian behavior. More convincingly, numerical simulations of an unidirectional fiber laser in a nonstationary regime of operation show a probability density function of the intensity with an elevated tail, largely deviating from the exponential, where the high probability of producing extreme pulses seems related to the laser mode-locking dynamics [26] .
We review, here, the main results on the statistical properties of giant optical waves in spatially extended systems. The related statistical properties, PDF, have been measured both in nonlinear optical cavities and in the linear propagation experiment. We will see how the comparison between different experimental setups, and their outcomes, enable us to identify granularity and inhomogeneity as the two key ingredients that are at the origin of optical rogue waves. While granularity is a minimal size of the individual light spots, inhomogeneity is due to clustering of the light spots (grains) into separate domains characterized by different average intensities. When performing the PDF of the intensity over all the clusters we obtain a non-Gaussian behavior, with large tails deviating from the exponential.
Finally, we show for the linear system that the statistics of the waiting times between successive rogue waves occurring at the same space position follows a logPoisson distribution. This behavior is characteristic of temporal separation between large events occurring in cooperative and complex systems, with several examples arising in different fields, as geophysics and biology.
Rogue Waves in a Nonlinear Optical Cavity
A nonlinear optical cavity is built by using a two-wave mixing process as a gain mechanism. The nonlinear medium is a liquid crystal light-valve, LCLV, a device formed by the assembly of a nematic liquid crystal layer with a photoconductive crystal [27, 28] . An external voltage V 0 (typically of 20 V r.m.s. amplitude and with a frequency of 75 Hz) is applied across the cell, whereas the photoconductive substrate transfers it to the liquid crystal layer, within which occurs the wave-mixing.
When two light beams are sent to interfere on the LCLV, a fringe intensity pattern is created on the photoconductor, which, on its turn, generates a refractive index grating through the reorientation of the liquid crystal molecules. The two beams are, therefore, diffracted by the grating and, in undergoing this process, they mix-up, in the sense that part of the photons of one beam are diffracted on the direction of the other and vice versa. If one of the two beams, called the pump, is much more intense than the other, then, the wave-mixing provides a gain mechanism by transferring photons from the pump in the direction of the weak beam.
The nonlinear optical cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , is a ring formed by three high-reflectivity dielectric mirrors and a lens of f = 70 cm focal length. The total cavity length is L = 273.3 cm and the lens is positioned at a distance L 1 = 88.1 cm from the entrance plane of the LCLV. The coordinate system is taken such that z is along the cavity axis and x, y are on the transverse plane.
The pump E p , illuminating the LCLV is an enlarged and collimated (10 mm diameter) beam from a solid-state diode pumped laser (λ = 532 nm), linearly polarized in the same direction of the liquid crystal nematic director. Oscillations in the cavity are built from the wave-mixing in the LCLV. The gain is provided by wave-mixing with the pump E p , and the cavity field E c is spontaneously generated starting from the amplification of noise photons. Cavity field oscillations occur in a large range of parameter space. A phase space diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the region of oscillations is plotted in the V 0 , I p space, with I p = |E p | 2 the pump intensity [29] . Gauss-Laguerre modes are observed at the boundaries of the oscillation region, with the order and number of modes increasing as increasing V 0 . A similar behavior is observed by fixing V 0 and then increasing the Fresnel number of the cavity, which is defined as the ratio of the area a 2 of the most limiting aperture, the transverse size of the LCLV in our case, to the size w 2 0 = λL of the fundamental Gaussian mode, F = a 2 /λL. The maximum number of transverse modes hosted in the cavity scales as F 2 , F being the maximum number of nodes that fits the transverse size along one direction [30] .
In the typical experimental conditions F ∼ 100 and the number of cavity modes is as high as F 2 ∼ 10 4 .
Inside the darker shadowed region of Fig. 2 , and at high F , many modes oscillates simultaneously in the cavity, giving rise to a speckle-like behavior of the field. In this situation, we observe extreme events appearing as anomalous waves of large amplitude over the lower amplitude and fluctuating background. These optical rogue waves occur erratically in space and time, and live for a typical time of the same order of the response time of the LCLV.
The stretched exponential statistics
The optical rogue wave phenomenon is characterized by measuring the PDFs of the light intensity in the high F regime. The PDFs are determined by acquiring a large set of images (about 1000) and then performing the histograms of the intensity values on the whole image stack. At this purpose, a small fraction (4 %) of the field circulating in the cavity is extracted by a beam sampler and sent to a CCD camera (1024 × 768 pixels and 12 bits depth).
While for relatively low pump intensity, I p = 2 mW/cm 2 , the cavity field shows a complex spatiotemporal dynamics, with the formation of many uncorrelated domains, at larger pump extreme events, rogue waves, appear as large amplitude peaks. An instantaneous experimental profile showing the transverse intensity distribution recorded for I p = 4.2 mW/cm 2 is shown in Fig. 3(a) . A large event in the form of a high amplitude peak can be clearly distinguished. The optical rogue waves evolve spontaneously in space and time, appearing randomly and with a small probability. The typical time scale of the dynamical evolution is 100 ms, which is ruled by the response time of the liquid crystals [31] . In Fig. 3 is the threshold for the optical oscillations to start in the cavity. The resulting PDF are plotted in log-linear scale, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Increasingly large deviations from the exponential behavior are observed as we increase the pump intensity. We have found that all the distributions are well fitted by the stretched exponential
, where 1/c 1 is a parameter that measures the deviation from the exponential behavior. The black line is the fitting function of the PDF with I p /I th = 6.4. Note that an exponential statistics for the intensity corresponds to a Gaussian statistics for the field amplitude. Therefore, an exponential PDF of the intensity is characteristic of a speckle pattern, where each point receives the uncorrelated contributions of many uncoupled modes. At low pump, indeed, this is the behavior displayed by the cavity field. However, when the pump increases, the increasing nonlinear coupling leads to a complex space-time dynamics and extreme events populate the tails of the PDF, providing large deviations from Gaussianity.
Another important point to note is that because the cavity is formed by three mirrors, there is an inversion symmetry around the transverse y axis. This symmetry breaking is responsible for the cavity field E c to become inhomogeneous, hence, introducing a nonlocal coupling mechanism that appears as essential for inducing the extreme events.
Numerical simulations have been performed by using the full model equations of the cavity, as described in [32] 
where τ is the response time of the LCLV, n 0 and n 1 are, respectively, the amplitude of the homogeneous refractive index and the amplitude of the refractive index grating at the spatial frequency k p − k c , k p and k c being the optical wave numbers of the pump and cavity field, α is the nonlinear coefficient of the LCLV, and the diffusion length due to elastic coupling in the liquid crystal has been neglected. The dynamics of the liquid crystal is much slower than the settling of the cavity field; thus, E c adiabatically follows the evolution of n 0 and n 1 . By taking the wave propagation equation with the cavity boundary conditions, we obtain
where J m is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order m, andĈ is an operator accounting for the geometry of the cavity and losses,Ĉ = Γ 1/2 e iδŜ x e i(L0∇ 
The hyper-cycle model
The symmetry breaking introduces a nonlocal coupling between the cavity modes. This nonlocality couples local domains of the cavity field with other and distant domains, thus introducing large loops of amplification, a mechanism similar to the hyper-cycle chain of reactions in the catalytic processes [17] . Because of this mechanism, there is a sort of focusing, for which at some space locations the cavity field grows much more with respect to the surrounding places, giving rise to large amplitude peaks, hence, to large deviations from the Gaussian statistics.
To elucidate this mechanism, we consider a simple two-mode model, where only the evolution of the average refractive index n 1 is kept, the average being performed over the transverse plane. For a nearly plane cavity,n 1 satisfies an equation of the form
where the first and second terms account for the liquid crystal relaxation and, respectively, the grating feeding provided by the pump and cavity fields. As an ansatz for the function F , we take a cubic function, which describes a linear growth followed by saturation, this last one being mainly due to multiple scattering processes [32] . When the nearly plane cavity is replaced by a cavity nearly spherical, the above mean-field picture is modified by the symmetry breaking and, thus, we have to consider two mean fieldsn + andn − , where the averages are performed over the upper and lower half-planes, respectively. Accounting for the inversion y → −y of the cavity field, we have that, after a round trip, the gratingn ± is fed by the gratinḡ n ∓ at the opposite side, i.e., the previous equation is replaced by the two following ones,
where we have assumed implicitly that the cavity losses are very high, i.e., the cavity field is negligible after more than one round trip. The main features of F can be captured by the cubic function F (n ± ) =n ± −n 3 ± . It is easy to show that for 1 < I p < 2, Eq. (5) has only one stable solution, n − =n + = 0, whereas for I p ≥ 2 a bifurcation occurs with the birth of the two stable antisymmetric states
which breaks the y → −y symmetry, thus qualitatively accounting for the experimental and numerical observations. In order to stress the role of inhomogeneity, we define as an indicator of the deviations from the exponential statistics the nondimensional parameter [18] D(r) = I 2 (r)
which is equal to zero for an exponential statistics and, numerically, we evaluate it for different space regions of the cavity field. In Fig. 5 we plot the numerically is an increasing function of both I p and |x|. While for increasing I p the nonlinearity increases, moving away from x = 0 (that is the inversion symmetry axis of the system), the inhomogeneity also increases because of the symmetry breaking introduced by the cavity configuration.
The role of the symmetry breaking
The role of symmetry breaking in inducing a stretched exponential statistics of the intensity has been experimentally investigated by building a cavity with four instead of three mirrors. In this configuration there is no inversion symmetry. A direct comparison is made for the resulting PDF of the intensity of the four-mirror cavity with the case of the three-mirror cavity. In both cases the Fresnel number is fixed to F = 125 and the pump intensity to I p = 5 mW/cm The PDF of the intensity are recorded in a similar way as described above, both for the three-and the four-mirror cavity. The results are plotted in Fig. 7 . As it can be appreciated from the fitting curves, while for the three-mirror cavity the behavior is well described by a stretched exponential, for the four-mirror cavity the data are quite well fitted by an exponential function. We, therefore, recover a Gaussian field statistics when removing the symmetry breaking brought forth by the cavity configuration.
Optical Rogue Waves in a Linear Experiment
In order to outline the two key ingredients for the appearance of optical rogue waves, namely, granularity and inhomogeneity, we have set up a linear experiment. Here, granularity, that is, fragmentation of the wave field into a large number of elementary objects of still finite size, let us call them speckles, and inhomogeneity, that is, clustering of speckles in spatial domains with different average intensities, can be separately controlled. A schematic representation of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8(a) . It consists of a multi-mode glass optical fiber (0.4 mm diameter and 2 m length) in which a laser beam is let to propagate. The input beam comes from a frequency doubled solid-state laser, wavelength 532 nm. Less than 1 mW/cm 2 is coupled inside the fiber and the input profile is controlled by a spatial-light-modulator, SLM. This is a computer driven liquid crystal display, 768 × 1024 pixels, one inch diagonal size. By setting onto the SLM appropriate transmittance masks T (x, y), arbitrary profiles of the input intensity distribution can be introduced. While an uniform mask T (x, y) allows the whole cone of input wave vectors to be coupled into the fiber, an inhomogeneous mask with a black hole prevents the wave vectors passing in that direction to be coupled into the fiber, thus inducing at the output domains of different average intensity. This symmetry breaking mechanism introduces high amplitude peaks on the output intensity distributions I(x, y) . In Fig. 8(b) a one-dimensional intensity profile taken along an x-line of a corresponding image is displayed for the inhomogeneous case. A large amplitude peak, or optical rogue wave, can be clearly distinguished.
The average size of the grains (single speckle) is given by the effective aperture of the fiber, the total number of modes supported by the fiber being proportional to (a/λ)2, with a the radius of the fiber core and λ the wavelength of light in air [33] . For the typical experimental conditions, the total number of modes can be estimated as ∼ 10
6 . On the other hand, the inhomogeneous mask induces at the exit of the fiber an inhomogeneous distribution of the average intensity when this is evaluated over domains of adjacent grains. We determine the PDF of the intensity by acquiring with a CCD camera (768× 1024 pixels and 16 bits depth) a large set of images (about one thousand) and then performing the histograms of the intensity values on the whole image stack. The results are shown in Fig. 9(a) , where the PDF recorded for a uniform T (x, y) is compared with the PDF recorded in the presence of an inhomogeneous mask. The first one (red solid line) is well fitted by an exponential function (black dashed line), as expected for speckles [33] . The second one (empty black dots) shows appreciable, though not too large, deviations from the exponential. In the same figure we plot also a PDF with strong deviations from the exponential; it is obtained by applying to the fiber a lateral perturbation n(t) with a Gaussian distribution of the amplitude, as displayed in Fig. 9(b) . The perturbation is realized by placing a piezoelectric emitter in contact with a side of the fiber (see Fig. 8(a) ). Gaussian PDF of the perturbation n(t) used to drive the fiber and producing the large-tailed PDF (from [18] ).
Thanks to the elasto-optic effect, when the piezo emits a low frequency acoustic wave, it locally modifies the optical paths inside the fiber, giving rise to a different spatial distribution of the output intensity, therefore, the detector collects events over different speckle configurations. Note that in the nonlinear experiment the multimode dynamics spontaneously introduces a continuous change of the cavity field, hence, allowing to explore a large number of configurations.
The effect of the temporal modulation greatly enhances the stretched exponential character of the intensity PDF. Note, however, that in the inhomogeneous case the PDF is a stretched exponential even without temporal perturbations (even though small-tailed when compared to the perturbed case), while in the homogeneous case the PDF remains exponential even in the presence of temporal modulations.
When inhomogeneity and temporal perturbations are simultaneously present, the resulting large-tailed PDF of the intensity is well described by a stretched exponential distribution, that is, P (I) = e − √ c1+c2I , where c 2 is a scale factor and c 1 a form parameter. In the limit c 1 → ∞, the stretched distribution becomes an exponential. To account for the stretched exponential character of the PDF let us consider the role of inhomogeneity. At the fiber exit the intensity is distributed as a collection of speckle patterns made of various domains with different average intensity. Within a single domain the statistics is exponential but the variance changes from domain to domain. As a consequence, the overall PDF becomes a stretched exponential as the events are counted over the whole field. More precisely, the stretched distribution can be obtained as a statistical mixture of many exponential distributions with different variance,
where σ is the variance of the PDF in a single domain. The stretched distribution is exactly obtained when the distribution of σ is
Qualitatively, this prediction is well confirmed by the experimental results, where ρ(σ) has been evaluated by performing the PDF analysis over small spatial domains and determining the local variance σ of the associated fit [18] .
Statistics of the return times
We consider, now, the statistics of the waiting times between successive rogue waves occurring at a given space position. As we limit our observations to a single homogeneous domain, we classify a Poisson distribution of event separation. However, as n(t) jumbles the different domains within the detector aperture, we expect different rates associated with different domains. Interpolation of the different Poissonian should yield a log-Poisson statistics for the waiting times between two successive events [34, 35] .
In the experiment, the fiber is driven by the piezoelectric perturbation n(t), by sending an impulse and, then, letting the dynamics to relax. A typical spatiotemporal plot is shown in Fig. 10(a) , where, after each impulse, a new configuration, followed by a slowing-down readjustment, is observed. In Fig. 10(b) the spatially averaged intensity is plotted as a function of time, with arrows indicating the instant times when the n(t) impulse is released.
The waiting time between successive events is defined as w = ln(t k )−ln(t k−1 ) = ln(t k /t k−1 ), where t k is the occurrence time of the k-th event. To obtain the PDF of the waiting times, the events are recorded by placing a photodiode in a fixed point and then counting a rogue wave each time the intensity is above a given threshold, P(t>w) Fig. 11 . Log-Poisson distribution of the waiting times between successive rogue waves; (red) squares, (black) dots, correspond to low, respectively, high amplitude of n(t) (from [18] ).
here taken as four times the average intensity. By analyzing the recorded data over a large number of configurations, each one triggered by the application of a n(t) impulse, we obtain a log-Poisson distribution of the waiting time between successive rogue waves, as depicted in Fig. 11 .
Conclusion
From the above results and considerations, we see that granularity and spatial inhomogeneity are joint generators that induce rogue waves even without nonlinearity. Nevertheless, the temporal scrambling of the spatially uncorrelated domains largely amplifies the deviations from the exponential statistics. We can, therefore, expect that in a nonlinear system where a spatiotemporal dynamics takes place spontaneously, the rogue wave phenomenon is very likely to be activated whenever clustering of grains occurs in inhomogeneous domains. In this perspective, it is useful to draw a comparison between the linear and nonlinear case. In the nonlinear optical cavity, granularity is induced by the nonlinearity, which yields transverse spatial grains whose average size is (λL)/a, where L is the free propagation length in the cavity and a is the size of the most limiting aperture. The same scaling of the grain size was previously obtained for a photorefractive cavity characterized by a space-time chaotic behavior [36, 37] . Inhomogeneity is then introduced by the chosen geometrical configuration of the resonator: if the coordinate system is taken such that z is along the cavity axis and x, y are on the transverse plane, there is an inversion symmetry around the y axis, which provides a nonlocal coupling between distant domains.
In the linear experiment, granularity comes from the superposition (interference) of many spatial modes, giving rise to a speckle pattern. Then, inhomogeneity is introduced by tilting the angle of incidence of the input beam. However, in both systems large deviations from Gaussianity are obtained when a temporal scrambling of spatial domains occurs, either because of an externally imposed perturbation, as in the linear experiment, or because of an intrinsic spatiotemporal dynamics, as in the nonlinear experiment.
Finally, the log-Poisson distribution of the waiting time between successive events, as it has been measured in the linear experiment, suggests analogies between optical rogue waves and other types of rare events occurring in complex and cooperative systems, as earthquakes or social phenomena [34, 35] .
